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Abstract

Résumé

The objective of this article is to showcase the use of
opium in ancient times, as well as the beliefs surround‑
ing it, focusing on the opinion of Diagoras of Cyprus,
a physician with great knowledge of pharmacology
who probably practiced ophthalmology, composing a
rose‑based collyrium. Opium, a drug produced from
poppy, used to have several uses such as in anesthesia,
pain relief and ritualistic purposes. There is evidence
of its creation since before 5000BC. In Greece, the
first documentation dates back to around 2600‑1100
BC in Crete. Many ancient medico‑philosophers used
to utilize it in their practice, mentioning it in the
majority of the medical texts of that time. However,
there were others that disapproved of its use due to
the possible side effects. Diagoras was one of them, as
he categorized opium as a lethal substance that could
cause severe problems to the vision. He may even have
thought of the possible addiction that it can cause be‑
cause of the euphoric state it puts a person in. Some
practitioners mentioned Diagoras’s opinion on opium,
such as Erasistratus and Pliny the Elder. Despite his

Diagoras de Chypre (le 3‑ème siécle AD) un éminent
oculiste et opposant de l’usage de l’opium
L’objectif de cet article est de présenter l’utilisation
de l’opium dans l’Antiquité, ainsi que les croyances
qui l’entourent, en mettant l’accent sur l’opinion de
Diagoras de Chypre, un grand spécialiste de la phar‑
macologie qui pratiquait probablement l’ophtalmologie
composant un collyrium à base de rose. L’opium, un
médicament produit à partir de pavot, avait plusieurs
usages, notamment en matière d’anesthésie, de soulage‑
ment de la douleur et de rituel. Il existe des preuves de
sa création avant 5000 avant JC. En Grèce, la première
documentation remonte à environ 2600‑1100 avant
JC en Crète. Beaucoup d’anciens médico‑philosophes
l’utilisaient dans leur pratique, le mentionnant dans la
plupart des textes médicaux de l’époque. Cependant,
d’autres ont désapprouvé son utilisation en raison des
effets secondaires possibles. Diagoras était l’un d’entre
eux, car il classait l’opium parmi les substances mor‑
telles pouvant causer de graves problèmes à la vision. Il
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contributions in opium usage and ophthalmology,
Diagoras is still unappreciated as a medical figure.
Keywords: Diagoras, Cyprus, opium, ophthalmology,
pharmacology, history of medicine.

peut même avoir pensé à la dépendance possible qu’il
peut causer en raison de l’état euphorique dans lequel
il se trouve. Certains pratiquants ont mentionné l’opi‑
nion de Diagoras sur l’opium, comme Erasistratus et
Pline l’Ancien. Malgré ses contributions à l’utilisation
de l’opium et à l’ophtalmologie, Diagoras n’a été pas
toujours apprécié comme personnage médical.
Mots‑clés: Diagoras, Chypre, opium, ophtalmologie,
pharmacologie, histoire de la médecine.

Introduction
The use of opium as a drug was a quite common
practice in Antiquity. Evidence from ancient Greece
indicates that opium was consumed in several ways,
like inhalers, poultices and with hemlock for suicide
purposes and poppy plants (Fig. 1) were widely culti‑
vated in antiquity. It was known and widely‑spread
through Sumeria, Assyria, Egypt, India, Greece,
Rome, Persia and Arabia where it was used as a useful
and effective pain killer to induce anaesthesia before
various surgical procedures1, sometimes used in com‑
bination with Thessaly’s endemic plant mandragoras
(mandrake)2. Opium is mentioned in the most import‑
ant medical texts of the ancient world, including the
Ebers Papyrus and the writings of Dioscorides, Galen,
and Avicenna. Practitioners, priests, medico‑phi‑
losophers, botanologists and rhizotomoi (Greek:

Figure 1. Papaver somniferum L,
Blackwell plate 482, 1739.
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ριζοτόμοι, root collectors) all searched and used the
extracts of the opium poppy (Fig. 2)3. However, sev‑
eral physicians in antiquity condemned its wide and
uncontrollable use due to its side effects and compli‑
cations1. Among them the eminent pharmacologist
Diagoras of Cyprus (3rd century BC), who under‑
stood the pain relieving and euphorigenic properties
of the plant. The purpose of this historic review is to
summarize the contribution of Diagoras of Cyprus
in medicine and pharmacology with a special interest
in his views on opium. Moreover, we aim to present
opium’s side effects known by him and how his views
passed to his successors4.

Life

and work of diagoras of

Cyprus

Diagoras of Cyprus lived and flourished in the
late 4th to 3rd century BC. Nothing is known about

Figure 2. A method of extracting the juice from the opium
poppy, Opiologia, Sala (Angelus) 1618,
Wellcome History of Medicine Library.
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Figure 3. The island of Cyprus, Map of the Levant,
engraved by Jacomo Franco in „The Viaggio“, 1598.

his life except that he lived and practiced medicine
in Cyprus (Fig. 3). The ancient Cypriotic School of
Medicine and Philosophy flourished in the island
since the 6th century BC. Anatomy was among the
main clinical objects of the School, implying a connec‑
tion with the Alexandrian doctrine, which also had
a notorious fame in dissections. Thus, Diagoras, was
possibly exposed to the teachings of the Hellenistic
school of Medicine of Alexandria in Egypt, where he
possibly studied. What is known about Diagoras is
derived from fragments of his work, referenced in the
work of his successors3,5‑7. He is considered as a main
representative of the School8 an oculist and commen‑
tator of the Hippocratic Collection9‑10, an anatomist11
and an expert in the ear diseases11‑12.
Erotianus (1st century AD), in his treatise
„Collection of Hippocratic words“, notes that
Diagoras wrote for Hippocrates that he called the
non‑dedicated nerves «περόναι» (=fibullas). He
seemed to have acquired a good reputation for his
knowledge on medicine and his respectable practice
according to the protocols of the era 3,9,13. Diagoras
had a significant contribution in pharmacology, as
we may assume from fragments in medical texts of
later medico‑philosophers. Pliny the Elder (23‑79 AD)
informs us that according to Diagoras there were
three kinds of poppy; the white poppy used to treat
elephantiasis, the black poppy used to treat earache
and the wild poppy for the treatment of swelling sand
inflammation. Pliny makes constant references to his
work especially concerning his views on the use of
black poppy and opium, „Diagoras and Erasistratus

have completely condemned the use of opium as le‑
thal, also forbidding its instillation because it damag‑
es vision. Andreas the physician has added that this is
why it does not immediately cause blindness because
it is adulterated in Alexandria. Later, however, its use
has not been condemned in the famous drug called
codeine (Greek: διὰ κωδυῶν)“6.
Erasistratus (304‑250 BC), in his writings once
more apprises us that Diagoras condemned the use
of opium considering it as a lethal substance, claim‑
ing also that it was really harmful for the vision11.
According to Dioscorides Pedanius (40‑90 AD) and
his masterpiece „Materia Medica“, Diagoras claimed
that Erasistratus also condemned the instillation
of opium for the treatment of earache and ophthal‑
mic pain, for diminishing of the vision and narco‑
sis, „Excellent is the milky liquid of poppy which
is opium, a dense and heavy and odorous drug (...).
However, the word says that Erasistratus condemns
its use for the treatment of earache and eye pain
because it causes vision impairment and narcosis
(coma). Andreas also says that, if it were not distort‑
ed, it would blind people who use it“12.
Among the accomplishments of Diagoras of
Cyprus stands his manufacture and use in his prac‑
tice of a very successful collyrium based on extracts of
roses. This was finally named after him as „The great
rose collyrium of Diagoras“ (Greek: τὸ κολλύριον
διάρροδον τὸ Διαγόρου τὸ μέγα). References to
its use and production may be found in the work of
Oribasius (320‑403 AD) and Aetius of Amida (5th‑6th
century AD), „... rose collyrium (collyrium with basic
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Figure 4. The sublime Minoan poppy goddess/priestess,
cca 1400‑1100 BC, discovered near the site of Knossos,
Archaeological Museum of Heraklion, Greece, photo‑
graphed with the licence of the Museum.

component roses) the so‑called great one. To cure se‑
vere pains, pustules, burns, illnesses, cornea, strokes
(fly outward, of the eyes mainly), fiery eyes, old loses,
exopthalmos, grimy diseases (Greek: ρυπαρές, in‑
fection, cataract, inflammation?). Ingredients: Roses
without the lobes drachmas (weight) 72; cadmes
drachma 24; egg lobe drachmas 3; stima (antimony
with sulfur) drachmas 2; copper drachmas 2; Indian
weed drachma 1; smyrna drachmas 3; gum drachmas
24; rain water“14‑15.

Discussion
The use of opium was known since the Neolithic
age. Its extraction from poppy dates back before
5000 BC. It was used mainly for recreation, ritual
purposes and anaesthesia. The oldest known culti‑
vation of the poppy is estimated in around 3500 BC
in Mesopotamia. It was used in ancient Egypt as the
Ebers papyrus indicates, with its invention attributed
to one of the deities of the Egyptian pantheon, Thoth
and its use restricted to religious rituals, or entertain‑
ment by priests, magicians and warriors16‑17.
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Its use in Greece dates back in the era of Minoan
Crete, its attributes are described in the Hippocratic
corpus of medicine16‑17. Prehistoric archaeological
findings unearthed in the island of Crete, testify the
widespread use of opium poppy in the Minoan civ‑
ilization in cult rituals and for therapeutic purpos‑
es in the east Mediterranean area, when no written
references existed. Poppy capsules ornamenting fig‑
urines, bas‑reliefs, vases, pins and jewellery seem to
imply various symbolic meanings of the plant. Poppy
considered as a healing drug, important for fertility,
wealth and immortality. The Minoan „Goddess of
poppies“ (Figure 4), seem to have been the patronage
of healing in the 13th century BC. The Cretan god‑
dess is depicted wearing in her head three hairpins
of poppy capsules, indicating that ancient Cretans
understood the methods of extracting opium from
the poppy capsule18. Once again, archaeological find‑
ings since the early antiquity in Cyprus island have
been interpreted as tools for the harvesting of the
poppy and the extraction of opium. Its use passed
on to the Roman Empire and to the Islamic word,
and its medicinal properties were reintroduced in
Western Europe medicine through those sources.
The work of Avicenna (980‑1037 AD) „Cannon of
Medicine“, comprises an exemplary detailed account
of the pharmaceutical use of opium as well as of its
side effects19. Later on, opium is mentioned among
the herbal drogues in Corpus Hippocraticum on sev‑
eral occasions suggesting that Hippocrates and his
followers used it widely3.
Diagoras of Cyprus was an eminent physi‑
cian who surely flourished and practiced in the is‑
land of Cyprus. His practice coincides in time and
place with a well‑known part of the world were
the poppy was cultivated and widely used. Cypriot
Base‑ring juglets were exported all over the eastern
Mediterranean in the Late Bronze Age, used for
the transportation of the poppy extract (Figure 5).
Chronologically, Diagoras is considered as contem‑
porary with Erasistratus and Andreas, circs 4th‑3rd
century BC, considered as one of the 100 physicians
who influenced Pliny the Elder in his work20. He was
cited by many authors in antiquity, thus considered
as an important physician of the Cypriotic School of
Medicine3.
Available fragments of Diagoras’ work indicate a
deep knowledge of the pharmaceutical use of opium
as well as of its side effects. Clinical and pharmaceu‑
tical uses of opium had been available and known
since much earlier ages, as well as addiction, toxicity
and other side effects which had been also thoroughly
described by previous authors. Although his complete
work did not survive until nowadays, it seems that
he was an eminent oculist, as a great collyrium may
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Figure 5. Cypriot Base‑ring juglets for the transportation
of opium, Late Bronze Age, BAS Library.

have been only composed by a great ophthalmologist.
Blurred vision, dizziness and euphoria after a heavy
use of opium may have been the main reason for his
strong opposition against opium, considering it as
a contributor to ophthalmic diseases. On the oth‑
er hand, as a conservative philosopher he may have
understood the vanity of the provoked euphoria and
the dangers of a possible addiction towards a narcotic
plant.

Conclusion
Diagoras of Cyprus was an eminent physician,
most probably an oculist, of his era and well‑respect‑
ed among his contemporary and future colleagues,
who referred to his work and knowledge especially
on opium, its application and its side‑effects. He
flourished and practiced medicine in Cyprus island,
coinciding with a rich tradition on the cultivation of
the poppy and opium production. He seems to have
been an expert on its pharmaceutical use as well as
its side effects and was a vigorous opponent to its
administration.
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